Agenda

• From the GNSO
  – The PDP process
  – The IGO / INGO PDP

• From the GAC
  – Latest work on advice

• GAC engagement with GNSO policy
  – Recap on Beijing & since
From the GNSO

A full Background Briefing is available
http://gnso.icann.org/en/node/40007

Two key areas to focus on now:
•The PDP process
•The INGO PDP
From the GAC

Update on latest work and advice
GAC engagement with GNSO policy

- Motivation / Intention
  - Early involvement of the GAC i.e. from Issue Report stage
- Work in progress - plugged into work of BGRI WG
- Understanding the scope?
  - Number of Issue Reports per year? Default timelines?
  - Examine current engagement points
- Discussion points
  - “Reverse Liaison” proposal. GNSO liaison/s to the GAC.
    - Mechanics?
  - GNSO is receptive and also suggests consideration of:
    - Issue based interaction
    - “Lightweight” involvement with PDP process
  - How will early GAC input be handled?
  - Early stage (in GAC deliberations) involvement with GNSO?
Thank you